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Abstract 

 

One of the major electrical faults of synchronous machines is an interturn short circuit in the 

stator winding, due to winding insulation failure. A synchronous machine is designed to 

have electrical and mechanical symmetry in the stator and rotor. An interturn fault in a 

synchronous machine damages the symmetrical property, thereby inducing abnormal 

symptoms like varying torque, mechanical vibration, and deviation of stator and rotor 

terminal currents from their usual waveform. This last symptom is what is studied in this 

thesis, as an indicator of the presence of an interturn fault. An interturn fault during 

machine operation can lead to a catastrophic machine failure and consequent long outage, 

unless it is rapidly detected and the machine shut down. Prevention of such outages is an 

important concern for machine owners and power system operators. That is why early 

detection of interturn faults is desirable to prevent such machine failure. 

Several external sensors can be implemented to detect such interturn fault, which is costly. 

That is why it is desirable if the interturn fault can be detected by analyzing the measured 

currents that already are available to a protective relay. In this thesis a simulation approach 

is presented to observe the pattern and frequency spectrum of rotor field current in 

presence of a stator inter turn fault. All simulations have been performed using Matlab-

based programs written during this thesis work in the Electromagnetic department (ETK) in 

KTH. The outcome of the thesis is that in the presence of an interturn fault in the stator, 

several even harmonic components are found in the frequency spectrum of the rotor field 

current. The presence of these harmonics is not a definitive sign of an interturn fault, as 

almost the same even harmonics are found in the rotor field current if the stator winding 

asymmetry is taken into account. 
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Sammanfattning 
 

 

En av de största elektriska felen i synkronmaskiner är en kortslutning mellan varv i 
statorlindningen, på grund av skadad lindningsisolering. En synkronmaskins konstruktion ger 
elektrisk och mekanisk symmetri i statorn och rotorn vilket ger en hög effektivitet. Ett 
varvfel i statorn skadar symmetrin och inducerar onormalt stora strömmarvilket leder till ett 
tidsvarierande vridmoment, mekanisk vibration, och onormala vågformer av strömmarna 
vid statorns och rotorns poler. Varvfel under maskinens drift kan snabbt orsaka stora 
skador, med följd av långa avbrottstider. Förebyggande av sådana avbrott är viktig hos 
maskinägare och systemansvariga. Därför är snabb detektering av sådana fel, och 
urdrifttagning av maskinen önskvärd för att minska skadan. Däremot ska detekteringen ha 
låg sannolikhet att lösa ut i onödan, av annat skäl. Externa sensorer kan användas för att 
upptäcka sådana fel, men det är tydligt önskvärt om detekteringen kan göras genom att 
analysera strömmarna som redan mäts av skyddsreläer för synkronmaskiner. I denna 
avhandling presenteras en metod för att simulera och observera mönster och 
frekvensspektrum av rotors magnetiseringsström i fall där statorn har varvfel, samt i andra 
fall som måste kunna skiljas från varvfel. Alla simuleringar har utförts med Matlab hos 
avdelningen för Elektroteknisk teori och konstruktion (ETK) i Skolan för Elektro- och 
systemteknik (EES) på KTH. 
 

Nyckelord: synkronmaskin, varvfel, statorström, rotorström, strömöverton 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Synchronous machines are one of the important key elements of the power systems. One of 

the major faults of a synchronous machine is the stator faults which account for 60% of all 

synchronous machine failures [1]. One of the major stator faults is the stator interturn fault 

which occurs due to the breakdown of the winding insulation. This fault during the 

operation of machine can lead to the machine failure which results in a costly outage. 

Moreover, failure of an alternator (synchronous generator) affects the whole power system.   

 
Figure 1.1-1 Failures statistics of large electrical machines [1]. 

Besides the major failure when a synchronous machine is operating with interturn fault, it 

affects the whole system by decreasing the power quality by injecting extra harmonics in 

the system. After occurring the first interturn fault in the stator winding, it gradually 

increases with time involving more turns. As a result, fault current increases as well as the 

current in the healthy part of the winding that has the interturn fault. Until and unless the 

current of the phase winding having interturn fault is under the rated current detected by 

the over current relays, it can be said that the interturn fault is under the detection limit.  

The modern medium and large size turbo generators are designed in such a way that only 

one turn is placed per phase per slot [2]. For these machines interturn faults can only occurs 

in case of double earth faults or in case of the damaged insulation of the stator end 

windings. For example, in ABB generators, multi turn stator windings are used for machines 

upto 50 MVA [2]. That is why in ABB generator protection schemes the interturn fault is 

omitted in most cases and the protection scheme is based on the idea that the interturn 

fault will lead to a single phase to earth fault and the machine will be tripped by the earth 

fault relay [2]. 

In case of stator interturn faults the symmetry of the machine is destroyed. This interturn 

fault produces a reverse rotating magnetic field that decreases the output torque and 

increases losses [3]. At present one possible method to protect the synchronous machine 

60%13%

1%

13%

13%
Stator winding

Rotor winding

Stator core

Other

Bearing
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from interturn stator fault is transverse differential protection or split-phase protection. This 

protection scheme is applicable for the synchronous machines having parallel windings in 

each phase. There are other methods also with various compromises of cost and 

complexity. Different sensors can be used to monitor the internal faults of the synchronous 

machine. But these sensors cost extra money which is not always desirable.  

One way to monitor a synchronous machine to detect the interturn fault is by analyzing the 

rotor current because at present most of the synchronous machines have the static 

excitation systems by which the field current is controlled and from which the field current 

can be measured and analyzed [4]. 

Excitation transformer

VT

CT

CT

 
Figure 1.1-2 Block diagram of static excitation system for synchronous machines by ABB [5]. 

So, not only the synchronous machine protection, to maintain the good power quality and 

smooth operation of the whole power system these synchronous machines must be under 

continuous monitoring to detect this interturn fault in the stator. 

1.2 Objective 

The first objective of this thesis is to develop a synchronous machine model that represents 

the machine dynamics under healthy conditions. The second objective is to validate the 

model by comparing it with other synchronous machine models. The third objective is to 

incorporate this type of fault into the machine model so that the model can represent the 

dynamics of the machine during the inter turn fault condition. The fourth objective is to find 

a way to analyze the rotor current to detect any sign that represent the stator inter turn 

fault (detection of harmonics in this case). The final objective is to run the simulation under 
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different practical situations (unbalanced stator voltages and asymmetric stator windings) 

so that the findings are more practically acceptable. 

1.3 Thesis disposition 

The report of this thesis is divided into six chapters. The first chapter gives an introduction 

and states the purpose and objectives of this thesis. The second chapter gives a description 

and mathematical model of the salient-pole synchronous machine. The third chapter 

describes the simulation of the machine under healthy conditions. The fourth chapter is for 

the mathematical model of the machine under interturn fault. The fifth chapter gives the 

simulation results of the faulty machine. Finally, chapter six gives the discussion and 

conclusions about the findings and the future works that need to be done. The Matlab 

codes of the machine models and some simulation results are given in the appendices. All 

the references used in this report are given in the reference page. 
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Chapter 2: Salient pole synchronous 
machine dynamic equations 

2.1 Brief description of synchronous machine 

Synchronous machines consist of a stator with a three phase winding, and a rotor which 

could have an excitation winding or permanent magnets. The terminals of the stator are 

connected to a three phase voltage source. Magnetic field is created in the air gap of the 

machine by the stator current. The rotor has to revolve at the same speed as the stator field 

for proper operation. Interaction of two magnetic fields creates electromagnetic torque. 

Synchronous machines can be either disc type or cylindrical type but generally synchronous 

machines are cylindrical type [6].  

The rotor is accommodated inside the hollow stator cylinder. The stator has both a magnetic 

circuit made of iron alloys, and a current circuit or phase winding made of copper wires. The 

magnetic field in the magnetic circuit changes with respect to stator core with a frequency 

ω=2πf which is the angular frequency of stator current. Due to the variation of magnetic 

field in the stator, eddy current and hysteresis losses occur. Both losses are frequency 

dependent. In order to reduce the eddy current losses the stator core is made by stacking 

thin iron sheets made of iron alloys. The sheets are also thin insulated. It is essential for the 

iron sheets to have same magnetic properties [6]. 

 

 

Figure 2.1-1 Stator magnetic circuit is made by stacking iron sheets [6] 

Inside the hollow cylinder of the stator there are many slots for holding the stator winding. 

Parts of the magnetic circuit between slots are called teeth. Teeth are made of iron with 

high permeability. As a result most of the fluxes will pass through the teeth and will be 

directed towards the air gap. That is why the magnetic induction in teeth is higher than the 

rest of the magnetic circuit in the stator[6]. 
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The rotor of a synchronous machine can either be of the cylindrical or salient pole type. For 

a cylindrical rotor the air gap is uniform, but for a salient pole rotor the air gap is not 

uniform. As a result of salient pole rotor the self inductances of the stator circuits become 

variable, as a function of rotor position. The cylindrical rotor is favorable for high speed 

operation where the diameter to axial length ratio of the rotor is kept smaller to keep the 

mechanical stress within limit. Practically 2 or 4 pole synchronous machines are used with 

steam turbines to match the high speed operation. The salient pole rotor is used in low 

speed operation where the diameter to axial length ratio of the rotor is kept larger for the 

accommodation of high pole numbers. Salient pole machines are often used in hydro 

generators where the speed is very low [7].    

 

 

Figure 2.1-2 Synchronous machine with cylindrical and salient pole rotor [8] 

Supplying the excitation winding is done by means of slip rings attached to the rotor shaft. 

The slip rings maintain connection between rotor field winding and external dc voltage 

source through brushes. The problem with such excitation system is that the current passes 

through the contact between the brush and slip rings. As a result electrical arc occurs and a 

loss is associated which called brush loss. Another way of supplying the excitation is by 

electromagnetic induction, where the excitation winding is placed on the rotor shaft. This 

type of excitation system can be seen in some hydro or turbo generators [6]. 

 

 

Figure 2.1-3 Common symbol for denoting the rotor [6] 
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2.2 Principle of operation 

Synchronous machines have AC currents in stator windings like the induction machines. 

Each phase winding creates magnetomotive force which is determined by the electrical 

current in each phase and the number of turns of each winding. Due to AC current in each 

stator phase, variable magnetomotive force is created by the stator windings. The phase 

currents of stator ias, ibs and ics create magnetomotive forces Fa, Fb and Fc respectively. These 

magnetomotive forces are aligned along the magnetic axis of corresponding phase windings. 

For a two pole stator winding system the magnetic axes are displaced by 2π/3. By doing the 

vector summation of these three magnetomotive forces Fa, Fb and Fc the resultant 

magneomotive force FS is obtained [6]. 

The magnetomotive force, FS is created by the stator current which revolves at speed ω/NP. 

This speed is called the synchronous speed which is determined by the angular frequency of 

the stator current, ω, and the number of pole pairs, NP. The stator flux is created by the 

stator magnetomotive force FS which is given by ΦS = FS /Rμ, where Rμ is the magnetic 

reluctance. The flux, ΦS rotates as the same speed as the magnetomotive force FS. The 

direction of rotor flux Φr is determined by the rotor position. When the machine is in 

synchronism both the stator and rotor fluxes rotate at same speed. The torque and power 

of the machine is determined by the vector product of these two flux vectors. The 

electromagnetic torque is proportional to the amplitude of these two flux vectors and the 

sine of the angle between them.  When the machine runs at synchronous speed the relative 

position of stator and rotor fluxes do not change their position. As a result constant torque 

is obtained [6]. 

Magnetic axes of stator phases and corresponding magnetomotive force Fa, Fb and Fc are 

displaced by 2π/3NP, where NP is the number of magnetic pole pairs. Revolving magnetic 

field is established with two pole stator winding system because of the AC currents. If the 

phase current has the amplitude Im and frequency ω, the two pole stator winding system 

creates two pole stator field that revolves at the speed ωs =ω/NP. If NP is 1, the speed of the 

revolving field will be ω. Assuming that all phase windings have the same number of turns, 

Ns, the magnetomotive force Fa, Fb and Fc are given by following equations [6], 

𝐹𝑎 = 𝑁𝑠𝐼𝑚 cos 𝜔𝑡 

𝐹𝑏 = 𝑁𝑠𝐼𝑚 cos  𝜔𝑡 −
2𝜋

3
  

𝐹𝑐 = 𝑁𝑠𝐼𝑚 cos  𝜔𝑡 −
4𝜋

3
  

(2.2-1) 

 

By summing the above magnetomotive forces the resultant magnetomotive force FS is 

obtained. 
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Figure 2.2-1 Three-phase stator winding of synchronous machine [6] 

The magnetic field in the rotor may be created by a permanent magnet or by 

electromagnetic excitation. For electromagnetic excitation the rotor has an excitation 

winding with Nr turns carrying DC current, Ir. The magnetomotive force of the rotor field, Fr 

=NrIr creates the rotor flux, Φr=NrIr /Rμ, where Rμ is called the magnetic reluctance. Inverse of 

magnetic reluctance is called the permeance.  The fluxes in both stator and rotor circuit that 

do not pass the air gap and link only corresponding windings are called the leakage fluxes 

[6].  

2.3 Mathematical model 

The mathematical description is based on the concept of ideal synchronous machine with 

two poles. The fields produced by the winding currents are assumed to be sinusoidal around 

the air gap. This assumption ignores the space harmonics on machine behavior. It is also 

assumed that stator slots have no variation on stator winding inductance and saturation of 

magnetic circuit for both rotor and stator is not taken into account in this model. For the 

basic two-pole representation of synchronous machine the axis of north pole of rotor is 

called the direct axis (d-axis). The axis which is 90 electrical degrees ahead of the direct axis 

is called the quadrature axis (q-axis). The field magnetomotive force (mmf) will be along d-

axis and stator a-phase voltage will be along q-axis under no load operation with only field 

excitation [7]. 

Although the rotor has only one physically identifiable winding, additional windings are used 

to represent the damper windings. Damper windings are necessary for synchronous 

machine for smooth operation. For synchronous motor damper windings make the motor 

self starting. In this model for a salient pole machine, three such additional windings are 

used to represent the damper windings, one on the d-axis and two on the q-axis. Damper 

windings in equivalent machine model can be used to represent the damping effect of eddy 

currents in the solid iron portion of the rotor poles [7]. 
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Figure 2.3-1 Two-pole salient pole synchronous machine [9] 

 

Figure 2.3-2 Circuit representation of an idealized synchronous machine [9] 

The inductances of stator windings vary with rotor position (rotor angle, 𝜃𝑟 ). The mmf of the 

rotor winding is directed along the d-axis and q-axis. The permeances along the d-axis and q-

axis are not same. The stator’s resultant mmf is varied with power factor. So, to model a 

synchronous machine it is a common practice to resolve the stator’s mmf along d-axis and 

q-axis. With the help of Figure 2.3-3 it can be seen that the two components of stator a-

phase mmf produces two flux components, 𝛷𝑑 = 𝑃𝑑𝐹𝑎 sin 𝜃𝑟 , 𝛷𝑞 = 𝑃𝑞𝐹𝑎 cos 𝜃𝑟   (along the 

d-axes and q-axes respectively). Here, 𝑃𝑑 , 𝑃𝑞 are the d-axis and q-axis permeances 

respectively [7]. 
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a-axis

c-axis
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Фd
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Figure 2.3-3 mmf components along dq axes [7] 

The linkage of these resolved flux components with the a- phase winding is [7], 

𝜆𝑎𝑎 = 𝑁𝑆(∅𝑑 sin 𝜃𝑟 + ∅𝑞 cos𝜃𝑟 )  = 𝑁𝑆𝐹𝑎(𝑃𝑑 sin2 𝜃𝑟 + 𝑃𝑞 cos2 𝜃𝑟) 

 

= 𝑁𝑆𝐹𝑎  
𝑃𝑑 + 𝑃𝑞

2
−

𝑃𝑑 − 𝑃𝑞

2
cos 2𝜃𝑟  

(2.3-1) 

 

 

The above expression of  𝜆𝑎𝑎  is of the form  𝐴 − 𝐵 cos 2𝜃𝑟 . Similarly, the linkage of the flux 

components  ∅𝑑  and ∅𝑞  by the b-phase winding that is  
2𝜋

3
 ahead may be written as  𝜆𝑏𝑎  [7]. 

𝜆𝑏𝑎 = 𝑁𝑆𝐹𝑎  𝑃𝑑 sin 𝜃𝑟 sin  𝜃𝑟 −
2𝜋

3
 + 𝑃𝑞 cos 𝜃𝑟 cos  𝜃𝑟 −

2𝜋

3
   

 

=𝑁𝑆𝐹𝑎  −
𝑃𝑑+𝑃𝑞

4
−

𝑃𝑑−𝑃𝑞

2
cos  2𝜃𝑟 −

2𝜋

3
   

(2.3-2) 

 

 

The expression of the mutual flux linkage 𝜆𝑏𝑎  is of the form  −
A

2
− 𝐵 cos  2𝜃𝑟 −

2𝜋

3
 . The 

Amplitude [pu] of its second harmonic component in 𝜃𝑟  is the same as that of 𝜆𝑎𝑎  , but the 

constant part is half that of 𝜆𝑎𝑎  [7]. 

Based on the functional relationship of 𝜆𝑎𝑎  with the rotor angle 𝜃𝑟 , it can be deduced that 

the self inductance of the stator a-phase winding excluding the leakage has the form [7], 

𝐿𝑎𝑎 = 𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos 2𝜃𝑟  (2.3-3) 

 

The self inductances of b-phase and c-phase are  𝐿𝑏𝑏  and 𝐿𝑐𝑐  respectively which are similar 

to 𝐿𝑎𝑎  but 𝜃𝑟  is replaced with  𝜃𝑟 −
2𝜋

3
  and  𝜃𝑟 −

4𝜋

3
  respectively. The mutual inductance 

between a-phase and b-phase of the stator is of the form [7], 
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𝐿𝑎𝑏 = 𝐿𝑏𝑎 = −
𝐿0

2
− 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos  2𝜃𝑟 −

2𝜋

3
  

 

(2.3-4) 

 

The mutual inductances 𝐿𝑏𝑐  and 𝐿𝑐𝑎   are similar to 𝐿𝑎𝑏  but 𝜃𝑟  is replaced with  𝜃𝑟 −
2𝜋

3
  and 

 𝜃𝑟 −
4𝜋

3
  respectively. Using the motoring convention the voltage equations for the stator 

and rotor winding can be written [7][9] into the forms: 

 
𝑉𝑠
𝑉𝑟
 =  

𝑟𝑠 0
0 𝑟𝑟

  
𝑖𝑠
𝑖𝑟
 +

𝑑

  𝑑𝑡
 
ʌ𝑠

ʌ𝑟
  

(2.3-5) 

 

Where, 

𝑉𝑠 = [𝑣𝑎   𝑣𝑏   𝑣𝑐]𝑡  

𝑉𝑟 = [𝑣𝑓   𝑣𝑘𝑑   𝑣𝑘𝑞1  𝑣𝑘𝑞2]𝑡  

𝑖𝑠 =  𝑖𝑎 𝑖𝑏 𝑖𝑐 
𝑡  

𝑖𝑟 =  𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑘𝑑 𝑖𝑘𝑞1 𝑖𝑘𝑞2 𝑡  

𝑟𝑠 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔 𝑟𝑎 𝑟𝑏 𝑟𝑐  

𝑟𝑟 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔 𝑟𝑓 𝑟𝑘𝑑 𝑟𝑘𝑞1 𝑟𝑘𝑞2  

ʌ𝑠 = [𝜆𝑎   𝜆𝑏   𝜆𝑐]𝑡  

ʌ𝑟 = [𝜆𝑓  𝜆𝑘𝑑   𝜆𝑘𝑞1  𝜆𝑘𝑞2]𝑡  

The symbols of the per phase parameters are as follows: 

ɵ𝑟  =electrical angular displacement between rotor q-axis and stator a-phase axis 

𝑟𝑠  = armature or stator winding resistance 

𝑟𝑓  = d-axis field winding resistance 

𝑟𝑘𝑑  = d-axis damper winding resistance (1 and 2) 

𝑟𝑘𝑞  = q-axis damper winding resistance 

𝐿𝑙𝑠  = armature or stator winding leakage inductance 

𝐿𝑙𝑓  = d-axis field winding leakage inductance 

𝐿𝑙𝑘𝑑  = d-axis damper winding leakage inductance  

𝐿𝑙𝑘𝑞  =q-axis damper winding leakage inductance (1 and 2) 

𝐿𝑚𝑑  = d-axis stator magnetizing inductance 

𝐿𝑚𝑞  = q-axis stator magnetizing inductance 
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𝐿𝑚𝑓  = d-axis field winding magnetizing inductance 

𝐿𝑚𝑘𝑑  = d-axis damper winding magnetizing inductance 

𝐿𝑚𝑘𝑞  = q-axis damper winding magnetizing inductance (1 and 2) 

ʌ𝑠 , ʌ𝑟  = flux linkage of stator and rotor respectively 

The equations for the flux linkages of the stator and rotor windings can be expressed as [7]: 

ʌ𝑠 = 𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠 + 𝐿𝑠𝑟 𝑖𝑟      
 

(2.3-6) 

 

ʌ𝑟 = [𝐿𝑠𝑟 ]𝑡𝑖𝑠 + 𝐿𝑟 𝑖𝑟    
 

(2.3-7) 

 

Where, 

𝐿𝑠𝑠 =

 
 
 
 
 
 𝐿𝑙𝑠 + 𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos 2𝜃𝑟 −

1

2
𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos 2(𝜃𝑟 −

𝜋

3
) −

1

2
𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos 2(𝜃𝑟 +

𝜋

3
)

−
1

2
𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos 2(𝜃𝑟 −

𝜋

3
) 𝐿𝑙𝑠 + 𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos 2(𝜃𝑟 −

2𝜋

3
) −

1

2
𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos 2(𝜃𝑟 + 𝜋)

−
1

2
𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos 2(𝜃𝑟 +

𝜋

3
) −

1

2
𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos 2(𝜃𝑟 + 𝜋) 𝐿𝑙𝑠 + 𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos 2(𝜃𝑟 +

2𝜋

3
) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
(2.3-8) 

𝐿𝑟𝑟 =

 
 
 
 
 
𝐿𝑙𝑓 + 𝐿𝑚𝑓 𝐿𝑓𝑘𝑑 0 0

𝐿𝑘𝑑𝑓 𝐿𝑙𝑘𝑑 + 𝐿𝑚𝑘𝑑 0 0

0 0 𝐿𝑙𝑘𝑞 1 + 𝐿𝑚𝑘𝑞 1 𝐿𝑘𝑞1𝑘𝑞2

0 0 𝐿𝑘𝑞1𝑘𝑞2 𝐿𝑙𝑘𝑞 2 + 𝐿𝑚𝑘𝑞 2 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

(2.3-9) 

 

𝐿𝑠𝑟 =

 
 
 
 
 

𝐿𝑠𝑓 sin𝜃𝑟 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑑 sin𝜃𝑟 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞1 cos𝜃𝑟 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞2 cos𝜃𝑟

𝐿𝑠𝑓 sin(𝜃𝑟 −
2𝜋

3
) 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑑 sin(𝜃𝑟 −

2𝜋

3
) 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞1 cos(𝜃𝑟 −

2𝜋

3
) 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞2 cos(𝜃𝑟 −

2𝜋

3
)

𝐿𝑠𝑓 sin(𝜃𝑟 +
2𝜋

3
) 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑑 sin(𝜃𝑟 +

2𝜋

3
) 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞1 cos(𝜃𝑟 +

2𝜋

3
) 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞2 cos(𝜃𝑟 +

2𝜋

3
) 
 
 
 
 

 

 

(2.3-10) 

 

 

The elements of  𝐿𝑠𝑠  and 𝐿𝑠𝑟  are a function of the rotor angle which varies with time at the 

rate of the speed of rotation of the rotor. The angular speed of the rotor is given by,  

𝜔𝑟 =
𝑑𝜃𝑟

𝑑𝑡
 (2.3-11) 

By rearranging the equation (2.3-5 it can be written as following [10], 

 𝑉𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑞𝑟  −  𝐼𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑞𝑟   𝑅𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑞𝑟  =
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
  𝐿 ɵ𝑟 

𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑞𝑟   𝐼𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑞𝑟   =  𝐿  
𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
 +  𝐼  

𝑑𝐿

𝑑ɵ𝑟
 
𝑑ɵ𝑟

𝑑𝑡
 

 

(2.3-12) 

In the absence of iron losses the electromagnetic power is given by [10], 
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𝑃𝑒 = 𝑇𝑒 ×
𝑑ɵ𝑟

𝑁𝑝𝑑𝑡
=

1

2
 𝐼 𝑇  

𝑑𝐿

𝑑ɵ𝑟
  𝐼 

𝑑ɵ𝑟

𝑑𝑡
 (2.3-13) 

Where, 𝑁𝑝  = number of pole pairs 

So the electromagnetic torque is [10], 

𝑇𝑒 =
𝑁𝑝

2
 𝐼 𝑇  

𝑑𝐿

𝑑ɵ𝑟
  𝐼  (2.3-14) 

The mechanical equation of motion related to electromagnetic torque and load torque is 

given by [6], 

𝐽
𝑑𝜔𝑟

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑙 − 𝑘𝐹𝜔𝑟  (2.3-15) 

Where,  

𝐽    = moment of inertia of the rotor [kg.m2] 

𝑇𝑒   = electromagnetic torque [N.m] 

𝑇𝑙   = load torque [N.m] 

𝜔𝑟  = electrical angular velocity of rotor [rad/s] 

𝑘𝐹  = frictional constant [N.m.s/rad] 

2.4 Machine model in per unit quantities 

It is convenient to express the machine parameters and variables as per unit quantities. 

Base power and base voltage are selected, and all parameters and variables are normalized 

using these base quantities [11]. 

𝑈𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =  
2

3
𝑈𝑛             

 

𝐼𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =  
2

3

𝑆𝑛

𝑈𝑛
         

             
𝜔𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒      
     

𝜔𝑆𝑚𝑒𝑐 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝜔𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒  
1

𝑁𝑝
    

𝛹𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
𝑈𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝜔𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
       

       

𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
3

2
𝑈𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐼𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒   

 

𝑍𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
𝑈𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝐼𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
    

 

𝐿𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
𝛹𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝐼𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
   

          
 

𝑇𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝜔𝑆𝑚𝑒𝑐 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
=

3

2
𝑈𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐼𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝜔𝑆𝑚𝑒𝑐 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
=

3

2
𝛹𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐼𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝜔𝑆𝑚𝑒𝑐 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
=

3

2
𝛹𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐼𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑝   

 

𝐻 =
1

2

JωSmechbase
2

𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
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where, 

𝑁𝑝                    = number of pole pairs 

𝑈𝑛                    = the nominal phase-phase RMS voltage of the machine [V] 

𝑆𝑛                    = the nominal power of the machine [VA] 

𝑈𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒             = peak value of rated phase-neutral voltage of the machine [V] 

𝐼𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒              = peak value of rated line current of the machine [A] 

𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒             = the base power of the system [VA]  

𝑓𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒             = the system frequency [Hz] 

𝜔𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒           = the system base frequency [rad/s] 

𝜔𝑆𝑚𝑒𝑐 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒   = the mechanical base frequency of the machine [rad/s] 

𝛹𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒           = base flux linkage [wb.turn] 

𝑍𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒            = base impedance [Ω] 

𝐿𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒            = base inductance [H] 

𝑇𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒            = base torque [N.m] 

𝐻                   = inertia constant [s] 

Applying above base conversion the per unit voltage equation of the synchronous machine 

is obtained which is given below [11], 

 𝑉𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒  −  𝐼𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒   𝑅𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒  =
1

𝜔𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
  𝐿 ɵ𝑟 

𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑞𝑟   𝐼𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑞𝑟    
(2.4-1) 

 

By substituting the value of inertia constant H and dividing the equation by the base torque, 

the mechanical equation relating electromagnetic torque and load torque is obtained in per 

unit form [6][7], 

2𝐻
𝑑𝜔𝑟

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑇𝑒 − 𝑇𝑙 − 𝑘𝐹𝜔𝑟  (2.4-2) 
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Chapter 3: Simulation of SM under 
healthy condition 

3.1 Simulation by Matlab 

The dynamic equations of a synchronous machine under normal or healthy condition have 

been implemented in Matlab, using the motoring convention.  The dynamic equations of a 

synchronous machine, which are a set of differential equations, can be solved by using 

Matlab ODE solvers. There are several Matlab ODE solvers using different algorithms such as 

ode45, ode23, ode113 etc. In this simulation ode45 has been used. By solving the 

differential equations the currents in each phase as well as the current in rotor field winding 

are obtained.  The detailed Matlab codes for a healthy machine (no winding faults) are given 

in Appendix A. 

When using this model, first the machine is turned on as an induction machine on no load 

by shorting the field winding with an external resistance. When the machine reaches nearly 

synchronous speed the external resistance is removed and field voltage is applied. After 

that, full load torque is applied on the machine. The applied voltage to the stator winding is 

a sinusoidal balanced three-phase voltage, and the applied field voltage is constant DC 

voltage. The time duration of the simulation is 12 s, which covers from the starting of the 

machine up to steady state. The simulation results are presented in the following section. 

3.2 Simulation results 

The wave shapes of stator phase currents of a synchronous motor are given in Figure 3.2-2 

and Figure 3.2-1. From the wave shapes of stator current it can be seen that before applying 

the field voltage the amplitude of stator current in steady state (t=1 to t=4) is higher than 

the amplitude of stator current after the field voltage is applied (t=4 to t=8). The reason is 

that before applying the field voltage the machine was running as an induction machine 

with a speed less than the synchronous speed. Due to this speed difference an emf will be 

induced in the rotor field circuit and a current will flow. But when the field voltage is applied 

the magnetization of the rotor poles is mainly determined by the excitation voltage 

independently of the stator’s rotating magnetic field, and the rotor poles soon become 

locked to the stator’s rotating resultant magnetic poles. As a result no relative speed 

difference remains between rotor and stator’s rotating magnetic field, and no emf will be 

induced in rotor field circuit by stator’s rotating field. The rotor field is now energized by 

pure DC voltage and rotor current will flow due to this voltage. Now the machine is running 

as synchronous machine. 
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 Again when the full load torque is applied (at t=8 s) the amplitude of stator current is 

increased because when the mechanical load on synchronous motor is increased it will 

generate more electromagnetic torque which needs higher amplitude of stator currents. 

Unlike a DC machine, a synchronous motor cannot reduce its speed when load is increased. 

Instead of reducing the speed, a synchronous machine will increase the load angle (angle 

between rotor’s magnetic axis and axis of stator’s resultant magnetic field) and run at 

synchronous speed until the load angle exceeds the maximum for stability which is 90 

degree electrical. 

 
Figure 3.2-1 Stator phase currents vs. time 
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Figure 3.2-2 Stator phase currents (ias, ibs, ics) in a single plot 

The three phase currents are not identical before reaching the steady state because the 

ODE solver solves each differential equation in the dynamic equation set step by step and 

follows the iterative procedure. Besides, the ODE solver is not programmed to maintain the 

symmetry in the wave shapes obtained from different differential equations. That is why 

there are differences among the wave shapes of the three phase currents before reaching 

the steady state. 

The amplitude of the phase currents are not 1 pu because the values of all parameters in 

the dynamic equations have not been taken as 1 pu. For example, the value of direct axis 

inductance is 1.15 pu whereas the value of quadrature axis inductance is 0.90 pu. The values 

of these parameters have been taken like this because it describes the machine behavior 

appropriately. That is why the stator phase current is not 1 pu though the applied stator 

voltage is 1 pu. 

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the stator current is performed using the built in fft 

function of Matlab. The number of points in each current wave shape obtained from ODE 

solver is 3.105 which are equally spaced over 12 second time span. To perform the FFT all 

points in the current wave shapes after t=9 s are taken. The sampling frequency of the FFT 

analysis is 25 kHz. 

To get the harmonic contents of the stator current during steady state of the synchronous 

machine all the points in the wave shape of stator currents after t=8 s are taken into 
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account. The reason behind doing so is that the frequency components remain in the steady 

states are to be analyzed. The initial frequency components are not important as they will 

not be sustained in steady state operation. The amplitudes of the harmonics are scaled 

properly so that they represent the actual signal amplitudes. Figure 3.2-3 shows the 

harmonic contents of the stator currents of the healthy machine. It can be seen that no 

other harmonics except the fundamental frequency is present in the stator current.  

 
Figure 3.2-3 FFT of stator currents 

 

The wave shape of machine speed is plotted in Figure 3.2-4. The machine starts from 

standstill, and when it reaches at synchronous speed a constant DC voltage is applied to the 

field winding. From Figure 3.2-4 it is seen that the speed is lower than 1 pu until t=4 s. Then 

the field voltage is applied at t=4 s. Once the field voltage is applied the machine is reached 

at synchronous speed. At 8 second after the machine is started, full load torque is applied to 

it. There are dips in the speed curve at t=4 s and t=8 s time instances. The explanation of 

these dips is given later. After that the machine runs smoothly with constant speed.  
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Figure 3.2-4 Speed vs. time curve of synchronous motor 

 

 
Figure 3.2-5 Rotor field winding current vs. time 
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Figure 3.2-6 FFT of rotor field winding current 

 

The wave shape of the rotor current is given in Figure 3.2-5, from which it can be seen that 

rotor current becomes DC after the field voltage is applied at t=4 s. There are two dips in the 

rotor current wave shapes. One is at t=4 s and t=8 s. It happens because at t=4 s the field 

voltage is applied. As a result the rotor swings back and forth to adjust with the new 

equilibrium position and damping occurs in the rotor current. Same thing happens at t=8 s 

when full load torque is applied on the machine. The same dips are also seen in the speed 

curve of the machine given in Figure 3.2-4. The FFT of rotor field current is presented in 

Figure 3.2-6 from which it can be seen that there is no frequency component in the rotor 

field current other than the DC. 

 

The currents in the damper winding flow only when steady state is disturbed, such as by a 

change in load, stator voltage or excitation, that causes the rotor angle to change relative to 

the stator field, or the linked field to change. Dampers are used to make the machine 

operation smooth, by carrying currents during these transient conditions. From Figure 3.2-7 

it is seen that currents in damper winding flows until t=4 s when the machine was running as 

induction machine. After the field voltage is applied, and the machine is running at 

synchronous speed the damper winding currents become zero. Again at t=8 s damper 

winding currents start to flow due to sudden change in load but the speed of machine 

regains synchronous speed rapidly. That is why there is only a little dip in the current wave 

shapes of damper windings at t=8 s. 
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Figure 3.2-7 Damper winding currents vs. time 

The wave shape of electromagnetic torque produced by the machine is given in Figure 3.2-8. 

It is seen that torque was not constant before the field voltage was applied. Once the field 

voltage is applied at t=4 s, and the machine started to run at synchronous speed, the torque 

became constant because there is no relative speed difference between rotor and stator’s 

rotating magnetic field. Synchronous motors produce constant torque. Before t=8 s the load 

torque applied to the machine is 0.2 pu which is considered as the torque needed to rotate 

the shaft of the motor. That is why before t=8 s the torque produced by the machine is 

equal to 0.2 pu. At t=8 s full load torque is applied on the machine. As a result the torque 

produced by the machine is also increased to 1 pu. There are also two dips (at t=4 s and t=8 

s) in the torque wave shapes because of the rotor swings as usual. 
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Figure 3.2-8 Torque vs. time curve 

3.3 Validation of the model 

The model of the synchronous machine is first compared with the model given in [12]. All 

the per unit values of the machine parameters are entered to match those in the models 

described in  [12] to do the comparison. The starting procedure of the synchronous machine 

is also followed as given in [12], to compare the results more accurately. The comparison of 

rotor field current, stator currents and speed of the implemented Matlab model of the 

machine with the values from the machine  model given in [12] are shown below. As the 

main objective of this thesis is to find out the effect of stator interturn fault on rotor 

current, an exact match of the wave shapes of the machine variables is not required. Only 

the similar pattern of the machine variables will be required to validate that the machine 

model does not give unreasonable results for a synchronous machine. The models here and 

in [12] do not implement exactly the same level of detail. 

From Figure 3.3-1 it is seen that the rotor current obtained from the model used in this 

thesis has lower voltage dips than the rotor current obtained from the model given in [12]. 

The reason behind that in the machine model given in [12], only one q-axis damper winding 

is used whereas in the model used in this thesis has two q-axis damper windings. Because of 

increased number of damper windings the machine will overcome any rotor swing or 

oscillation more quickly and damping will be less. Same thing also happens in  

Figure 3.3-2 and Figure 3.3-3 where stator currents and machine speed are compared 

respectively with that of the machine model given in [12]. 
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Figure 3.3-1 Comparison of rotor field current with the model given in [12]. Top- rotor current obtained by 
the model given[12]. Bottom- rotor current obtained by the model used in this thesis 

 

 

Figure 3.3-2 Comparison of stator currents with the model given in [12]. Top- stator currents obtained by the 
model given[12]. Bottom- stator currents obtained by the model used in this thesis 
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Figure 3.3-3 Comparison of machine speed with the model given in [12]. Top- machine speed obtained by 

the model given[12]. Bottom- machine speed obtained by the model used in this thesis 

The machine model used in this thesis is also compared with the built in simulink model of 

synchronous motor. By typing  power_smstarting in matlab command window the simulink 

model of starting a synchronous motor will appear. Details of the simulink model are found 

in [13]. The same machine parameters are put into the simulink model to do the 

comparison. Again, an exact match is not required, but only that the pattern should be well 

matched. The schematic diagram of the simulink model is given in Figure 3.3-4. 

 
Figure 3.3-4 Schematic diagram of the simulink model of starting a synchronous machine [13] 
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The rotor field current, stator currents and the machine speed wave shapes obtained from 

the simulink model are given below. 

 

Figure 3.3-5 Rotor field current obtained from the simulink model 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3-6 Stator currents obtained from the simulink model 
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Figure 3.3-7 Machine speed obtained from the simulink model. 

 By observing Figure 3.3-5, Figure 3.3-6 and Figure 3.3-7 it can be seen that the pattern is 

similar to the pattern of the wave shapes obtained from the model used in this thesis. 

Putting the exact parameters was not possible in the simulink model because it is modeled 

differently. As an example, in simulink it needs the rotor leakage inductances whereas in the 

matlab model used in this thesis, the rotor leakage inductances are put zero to match with 

the model given in [12]. As a result the variation in machine wave shapes obtained from the  

simulink model is higher than that from the model given in [12]. 
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Chapter 4: Synchronous machine under 
inter-turn fault condition 

4.1 Description of inter turn fault 

The interturn fault of synchronous machine happens when there is a loss of dielectric 

strength of the insulation of winding of the machine. Thermal stress is probably the most 

recognized cause of winding insulation failure [3]. Another reason for insulation aging is 

partial discharge (PD). Partial discharges are electric sparks that happens in the air bubbles 

in the winding insulation because of electric field distribution. With time the inter turn fault 

involving very few turns of winding increases, involving more turns and  finally a 

catastrophic failure of the machine occurs. An interturn fault may occur in the same phase 

or between phases. The probability is higher for occurring the interturn fault more likely 

within the stator slot compared to in the end winding. For simplicity the interturn fault in 

one phase has been modeled. The model is described mathematically in the following 

section. 

4.2 Mathematical model including inter turn fault  

Several works have been done on modeling the induction machine and permanent magnet 

synchronous machine with interturn fault in  [14],[15],[16],[17] and [18]. The construction of 

stator of an induction machine is similar to a synchronous machine. That is why the 

mathematical model of the stator winding with inter turn fault of an induction machine is 

similar to that of a synchronous machine. The basic idea of modeling the inter turn fault is to 

divide the winding in which the turn fault has occurred into two parts, and develop the 

corresponding equations affecting machine dynamics. In [14] and [15] it has been shown 

how to divide the winding into two parts acting as two individual windings when an inter 

turn fault occurs. One part is called the healthy part and another one is called the faulty 

part. It also shows that there is an angular displacement between the magnetic axes of the 

two windings. In [16] and [17], the winding having an inter turn fault is divided into two part 

without changing the magnetic axis. In [18] the division of the winding is modeled in the 

same way as in [16] and [17] but it considers the mutual leakage inductance between the 

two parts of the winding, as those have the same magnetic axis. In this thesis the modeling 

of an interturn fault is done according to [16], but the mutual leakage inductance is taken 

into account because the healthy part and the faulty part of the winding are tightly coupled. 
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Figure 4.2-1 Three phase stator winding of a synchronous motor with turn fault on a single phase [16] 

A synchronous machine with interturn fault at a single phase (a-phase) is given in Figure 

4.2-1 where a2 represents the shorted turns and µ denotes the percentage of shorted turns. 

Again using the motoring convention the voltage equations for the stator and rotor winding 

can be written into the form [7][9]: 

 
𝑉𝑠
𝑉𝑟
 =  

𝑟𝑠 0
0 𝑟𝑟

  
𝑖𝑠
𝑖𝑟
 +

𝑑

  𝑑𝑡
 
ʌ𝑠

ʌ𝑟
  (4.2-1) 

Where, 

𝑉𝑠 = [𝑣𝑎1   𝑣𝑎2   𝑣𝑏   𝑣𝑐]𝑡  

𝑉𝑟 = [𝑣𝑓   𝑣𝑘𝑑   𝑣𝑘𝑞1  𝑣𝑘𝑞2]𝑡  

𝑖𝑠 =  𝑖𝑎1  𝑖𝑎2  𝑖𝑏   𝑖𝑐 
𝑡  

𝑖𝑟 =  𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑘𝑑 𝑖𝑘𝑞1 𝑖𝑘𝑞2 𝑡  

𝑟𝑠 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔 (1 − 𝜇)𝑟𝑎   𝜇𝑟𝑎 𝑟𝑏 𝑟𝑐  

𝑟𝑟 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔 𝑟𝑓 𝑟𝑘𝑑 𝑟𝑘𝑞1 𝑟𝑘𝑞2  

ʌ𝑠 = [𝜆𝑎1  𝜆𝑎2  𝜆𝑏   𝜆𝑐]𝑡  

ʌ𝑟 = [𝜆𝑓   𝜆𝑘𝑑   𝜆𝑘𝑞1  𝜆𝑘𝑞2]𝑡  

The fault current 𝑖𝑓  and the voltage across 𝑎2 (the faulty part of the stator a-phase) are 

given by the following equations, 

𝑖𝑓 = 𝑖𝑎1 − 𝑖𝑎2   (4.2-2) 

 

𝑣𝑎2 = 𝑖𝑓𝑟𝑓𝑓  (4.2-3) 
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𝑣𝑎 = 𝑣𝑎1 + 𝑣𝑎2 (4.2-4) 

 

Where, 

𝑟𝑓𝑓= fault resistance/ arc resistance 

The equations for the flux linkages of the stator and rotor windings can be expressed as [7]: 

ʌ𝑠 = 𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑠 + 𝐿𝑠𝑟 𝑖𝑟      
 

(4.2-5) 

 

ʌ𝑟 = [𝐿𝑠𝑟 ]𝑡𝑖𝑠 + 𝐿𝑟 𝑖𝑟    
 

(4.2-6) 

 

Where, 

𝐿𝑠𝑠 = 𝐿𝑙𝑠𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔 1 − 𝜇 𝜇 1 1  

+

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (1 − 𝜇)2𝑙𝑎𝑎 𝜇 1 − 𝜇 𝑙𝑎𝑎 + 𝑀𝑎1𝑎2 −

1 − 𝜇

2
𝑙𝑎𝑏 −

1 − 𝜇

2
𝑙𝑎𝑐

𝜇 1 − 𝜇 𝑙𝑎𝑎 + 𝑀𝑎1𝑎2 𝜇2𝑙𝑎𝑎 −
𝜇

2
𝑙𝑎𝑏 −

𝜇

2
𝑙𝑎𝑐

−
1 − 𝜇

2
𝑙𝑎𝑏 −

𝜇

2
𝑙𝑎𝑏 𝑙𝑏𝑏 −

1

2
𝑙𝑏𝑐

−
1 − 𝜇

2
𝑙𝑎𝑐 −

𝜇

2
𝑙𝑎𝑐 −

1

2
𝑙𝑏𝑐 𝑙𝑐𝑐  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

(4.2-7) 

 

  

𝐿𝑟𝑟 =

 
 
 
 
 
𝐿𝑙𝑓 + 𝐿𝑚𝑓 𝐿𝑓𝑘𝑑 0 0

𝐿𝑘𝑑𝑓 𝐿𝑙𝑘𝑑 + 𝐿𝑚𝑘𝑑 0 0

0 0 𝐿𝑙𝑘𝑞 1 + 𝐿𝑚𝑘𝑞 1 𝐿𝑘𝑞1𝑘𝑞2

0 0 𝐿𝑘𝑞1𝑘𝑞2 𝐿𝑙𝑘𝑞 2 + 𝐿𝑚𝑘𝑞 2 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

(4.2-8) 

 

𝐿𝑠𝑟

=

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(1 − 𝜇)𝐿𝑠𝑓 sin𝜃𝑟 (1 − 𝜇)𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑑 sin𝜃𝑟 (1 − 𝜇)𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞1 cos𝜃𝑟 (1 − 𝜇)𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞2 cos 𝜃𝑟

𝜇𝐿𝑠𝑓 sin𝜃𝑟 𝜇𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑑 sin𝜃𝑟 𝜇𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞1 cos 𝜃𝑟 𝜇𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞2 cos𝜃𝑟

𝐿𝑠𝑓 sin  𝜃𝑟 −
2𝜋

3
 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑑 sin  𝜃𝑟 −

2𝜋

3
 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞1 cos  𝜃𝑟 −

2𝜋

3
 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞2 cos  𝜃𝑟 −

2𝜋

3
 

𝐿𝑠𝑓 sin  𝜃𝑟 +
2𝜋

3
 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑑 sin  𝜃𝑟 +

2𝜋

3
 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞1 cos(𝜃𝑟 +

2𝜋

3
) 𝐿𝑠𝑘𝑞2 cos  𝜃𝑟 +

2𝜋

3
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

(4.2-9) 

 

 

Where, 

𝑙𝑎𝑎 = 𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos 2𝜃𝑟  

𝑙𝑏𝑏 = 𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos  2𝜃𝑟 −
4𝜋

3
  

𝑙𝑐𝑐 = 𝐿0 − 𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos  2𝜃𝑟 +
4𝜋

3
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𝑙𝑎𝑏 = 𝐿0 + 2𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos  2𝜃𝑟 −
2𝜋

3
  

𝑙𝑏𝑐 = 𝐿0 + 2𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos 2𝜃𝑟 + 2𝜋  

𝑙𝑎𝑐 = 𝐿0 + 2𝐿𝑚𝑠 cos  2𝜃𝑟 +
2𝜋

3
  

The leakage inductances of winding 𝑎1 and 𝑎2  is assumed to be  1 − 𝜇 𝐿𝑙𝑠 and µ𝐿𝑙𝑠 

respectively according to [16]. Part of the leakage inductance of the stator a-phase, 𝐿𝑙𝑠  will 

be mutual between the healthy part, 𝑎1and the faulty part, 𝑎2. This inductance is called the 

mutual leakage inductance. Here, it is 𝑀𝑎1𝑎2. This mutual leakage inductance is taken as  

𝜇 1 − 𝜇 𝐿𝑙𝑠  , same way as the mutual inductances are taken in [16] and [18]. The 

electromagnetic torque is [10], 

𝑇𝑒 =
𝑁𝑝

2
 𝐼 𝑇  

𝑑𝐿

𝑑ɵ
  𝐼  (4.2-10) 
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Chapter 5: Simulation of SM under fault 
condition 

5.1 Simulation by matlab 

The simulation of a faulted synchronous machine was also performed in Matlab, with 

appropriate changes in the dynamic equations of the machine. The simulation sequence is 

similar to that of the healthy machine. First the machine is started as an induction machine 

with no load, with the field winding connected to an external resistance. When the machine 

is at synchronous speed the field voltage is applied at t=2 s. Then at t=4 s the full load 

torque is applied. At time t=8 s the turn fault will occur by increasing the value of µ. This μ is 

dimensionless and defined as the ratio of number of turns in the faulty part and total 

number of turns in healthy winding before the fault. Theoretically before the fault occurs 

the value of µ should be zero. But due to the constraint of the matrix singularity for Matlab 

ODE solvers the initial value of µ cannot be put zero. To resolve this problem a smaller value 

is put for µ which is in this case 0.0001 which means the machine will be started with a very 

little percentage of shorted turns which can be considered as non physical corresponding to 

a tiny fraction of a single turn. At t=8 s the value of µ will be increased to 0.1 (10%) which 

means a significant number of turns are shorted. Now, by running the Matlab ODE solver, 

the winding current will be obtained for analysis. The detailed Matlab codes for a 

synchronous machine with interturn fault are given in Appendix B. 

The main objective of this thesis is to analyze the rotor current under interturn fault in the 

stator winding. The machine model used for this simulation is the model of an ideal machine 

which is not a practical one. To make the simulation more practical some other tests are 

also done in this thesis such as analysis of the winding currents under unbalanced system 

voltages, and under stator winding asymmetry which means the self inductances of the 3 

phases are not same. Performing simulation under these practical conditions will help to 

distinguish the effect of interturn faults on rotor field current from other causes of 

harmonics. 

5.2 Simulation results 

5.2.1 Simulation of machine with inter turn fault 

In this section the simulation of synchronous machine with inter turn fault has been 

performed which is the main objective of this thesis. The detailed model of a synchronous 

machine with interturn fault has given in section 4.2, and how the simulation of faulty 

machine is performed has been described in section 5.1. The wave shape of machine speed 

is given in Figure 5.2-1 which is similar to that of a healthy machine. 
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Figure 5.2-1 Speed curve of the synchronous motor with inter turn fault (10%) 

 

 

Figure 5.2-2 Stator phase currents of the synchronous machine with inter turn fault (10%) in a single plot 
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Figure 5.2-3 Stator phase currents of the synchronous machine with inter turn fault (10%) 

The wave shapes of stator currents of a machine with interturn stator fault are given in 

Figure 5.2-2and Figure 5.2-3, from which it is seen that the amplitude of stator current ias1 in 

the healthy part (a1) and ias2 in the faulty part (a2) of the stator a-phase have been 

increased after t=8 s when the value of μ increased to 0.1 (10%). Because of the mutual 

inductances between phases, changes in the current of one phase will affect the other 

phase currents as well. There is initial current in the faulty part of stator a-phase because 

the percentage of winding causing the inter turn fault, μ, cannot be set to zero due to the 

Matlab solver constraints. The simulation begins with a very small value of μ, which is why 

there is initial current in the faulty part of stator a-phase winding (a2).  
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Figure 5.2-4 FFT of stator phase currents of the synchronous machine with inter turn fault (10%) 

The FFT of stator current is performed as same way as it was performed for a healthy 

machine, taking the points of the current wave shapes after t=10 s when the value of μ has 

already been increased to 0.1. From Figure 5.2-4 it is seen that besides the fundamental 

frequency (50 Hz) there is also 150 Hz frequency component in the stator current of the 

faulty machine. To see more clearly the FFT of healthy part of stator a-phase (a1) is plotted 

with different scales of axis in Figure 5.2-5. 

The rotor current becomes oscillatory as a result of an interturn fault on the stator a-phase 

winding, shown in Figure 5.2-6. The explanation is that with the turn fault the stator circuit 

becomes unbalanced. Consequently the rotor starts slightly oscillating around the steady 

state synchronous position and thereby gets induced currents at the different frequency. 

Because of the rotor swing, vibration will occur in the speed of the machine which can be 

seen if Figure 5.2-1 is more zoomed in (after t=8 s). 
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Figure 5.2-5 FFT of current of healthy part of stator a-phase of the synchronous machine with inter turn fault 
(10%) with different scales of axes 

 

Figure 5.2-6 Rotor field current of the synchronous machine with inter turn fault (10%) 
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Figure 5.2-7 FFT of rotor field current of the synchronous machine with inter turn fault (10%) with different 
scales of axes 

The FFT of rotor current shows the harmonic contents of rotor current during an interturn 

fault. Figure 5.2-7 shows that the main harmonics of the field current during an interturn 

fault (10%) are 100 Hz and 200 Hz. With the increase of the percentage of faulty winding (μ) 

more even harmonics will be visible in the rotor field current frequency spectrum. The 

frequency spectrums of rotor field current for different value of μ are given in Appendix C. 

The electromagnetic torque of a synchronous motor also becomes oscillatory as a result of 

the inter turn fault in any of the stator windings. From Figure 5.2-8 it is seen that after t=8 s 

the torque becomes oscillatory. The oscillatory torque indicates the rotor swing as a 

consequence of inter turn fault which means the load angle is slightly changing with time. 

Because of this, a pulsating torque vibration on the rotor shaft will occur. If the FFT is 

performed as same way as before it can be seen that the frequency components of this 

sinusoidal torque are mainly 100 Hz, 200 Hz and 300 Hz. If Figure 5.2-9 is more zoomed in, 

more even harmonics with very low amplitude will be visible.  

When the torque becomes oscillatory, there should be currents in the damper windings due 

to electromagnetic induction. Figure 5.2-10 shows that there are currents flowing in the 

damper winding after t=8 s which are also oscillatory in nature which is logical. So the inter 

turn fault in stator winding creates pulsating torque, oscillatory rotor field current and 

oscillatory damper winding currents which can be felt practically as mechanical vibration on 

the rotor shaft. 
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Figure 5.2-8 Electromagnetic torque of the synchronous machine with inter turn fault (10%) 

 

Figure 5.2-9 FFT of electromagnetic torque of the synchronous machine with inter turn fault (10%) with 
different scales of axes 
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Figure 5.2-10 Damper winding currents of the synchronous machine with inter turn fault (10%) 

 

 

 

5.2.2 Simulation of healthy machine under unbalanced stator voltages 

The simulation for unbalanced voltages supplied to stator differs from the simulation of an 

ideal healthy machine only in that after the machine is started and field voltage and full load 

torque have been applied, the system voltage applied to the stator winding become 

unbalanced. This is done by the making the peak amplitude of the stator voltages unequal 

(va=0.95vm; vb=1.0vm; vc=1.05vm). The time instant of putting this unbalanced condition in 

the dynamic equations of machine is t=6 s. The unbalanced voltage remains till the end of 

the simulation. 
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Figure 5.2-11 Stator currents under unbalanced stator voltages 

From Figure 5.2-11 the changes in the stator currents after t=6 s can be seen. To make the 

unbalanced system voltage the change is done to stator a-phase and c-phase. But due to the 

mutual inductances among the phases and the interaction with the rotor, there is a change 

in the stator b-phase also.  From Figure 5.2-11 it can be seen apparently that the amplitude 

of stator c-phase and b-phase currents have increased and the amplitude of a-phase current 

has been decreased after t=6 s. 
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Figure 5.2-12 FFT of stator currents under unbalanced stator voltages 

The FFT of stator currents is performed to see the presence of any harmonics in the stator 

currents other than the fundamental frequency (50 Hz) under unbalanced stator voltages. 

To perform the FFT, all the points in stator currents after t=7 s are taken. This is done 

because during the starting of the motor (sub-transient and transient period) there are 

some other harmonics that do not remain when the steady state is reached. So these are 

not important to take into account. From Figure 5.2-12 it can be seen that besides the 

fundamental frequency there is a presence of 3rd harmonic (150 Hz) which is caused by the 

stator unbalanced voltages. The amplitude of this 3rd harmonic is same (0.131 pu) in all the 3 

phases. 

The rotor field current under unbalanced stator voltages is given in Figure 5.2-13. It is seen 

that the field current becomes oscillatory instead of having constant amplitude after t=6 s 

when the stator voltages become unbalanced. The FFT of rotor current is performed as 

same way as it has been done previously taking the samples of rotor current after t=7 s. 
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From Figure 5.2-14 it is seen that 2nd harmonic (100 Hz) is present in the rotor current as a 

result of stator unbalanced voltages. 

 

Figure 5.2-13 Rotor field current under stator unbalanced voltages 

One possible explanation of this 2nd harmonic in rotor current is that when the stator phase 

voltages are unbalanced negative sequence current will flow in stator phases. This negative 

sequence current will produce a stator field component rotating backwards at synchronous 

speed, which will therefore induce 2nd harmonic frequency current in the rotor, which is 

moving forward at synchronous speed. Another explanation is there is a 2nd harmonic 

component in the equations of self inductances of the stator windings (see equation (2.3-8) 

which creates the 2nd harmonics in the rotor current under unbalanced stator voltages. 

 

Figure 5.2-14 FFT of rotor current under stator unbalanced voltages 
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The currents of the damper windings become oscillatory due to the unbalanced stator 

voltages which can be seen in Figure 5.2-15. After t=6 s the all 3 damper windings have 

oscillatory currents instead of having no currents in the steady state (see Figure 3.2-7). 

 

 

Figure 5.2-15 Damper winding currents under unbalanced stator voltages 

The electromagnetic torque generated by the machine under unbalanced stator phase 

voltages also becomes oscillatory instead of having constant amplitude in the steady state 

which can be seen from Figure 5.2-16. Frequency of this oscillatory torque is found out by 

performing the FFT. From Figure 5.2-17 it can be seen that the highest frequency 

component of this sinusoidal torque is 100 Hz. If the figure is zoomed in it can be seen that 

there is a very little amount of 4th harmonic (200 Hz) in the electromagnetic torque of the 

machine under unbalanced stator voltages. 
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Figure 5.2-16 Electromagnetic torque of the machine under unbalanced stator voltages 

 
Figure 5.2-17 FFT of electromagnetic torque of the machine under unbalanced stator voltages (top) and 

zoomed in (bottom) 
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5.2.3 Simulation of healthy machine with stator winding asymmetry 

The simulation of healthy machine with stator winding asymmetry is performed by changing 

the self inductance matrix of the stator winding such a way that Laa ≠ Lbb ≠ Lcc and Lab ≠ Lac ≠ 

Lbc (see Appendix A). The order of magnitude of the change is very little (0.03 pu max). The 

applied voltage to the stator is balanced 3-phase voltage. The simulation is performed such 

a way that during startup the stator windings of the machine have no asymmetry but at t=8 

s the asymmetry will take place in the stator winding and will remain till the end of the 

simulation period.  

 

Figure 5.2-18 Stator currents when the stator windings are asymmetric 
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Figure 5.2-18 represents the stator currents, from which the change after t=8 s can be seen. 

Figure 5.2-18 shows that the amplitude of b-phase current has been increased, and the 

amplitude of c-phase current has been decreased. The a-phase current almost remains the 

same. The change in amplitude of the stator currents is not the important thing to consider 

as different results will be obtained if the changes are made differently in the self 

inductance matrix of the stator winding. The important thing to consider is the presence of 

harmonics other than the fundamental frequency which can be obtained by performing the 

FFT taking the points after t=9 s of the stator phase currents. The same harmonics with 

different amplitude will be obtained if the change in self inductance matrix is done 

differently (the same simulation with a different self inductance matrix has been performed 

to validate this statement, but is not presented here).  

 

Figure 5.2-19 FFT of stator currents when the stator windings are asymmetric 
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Figure 5.2-19 shows the harmonics in the stator currents. To get the clear picture the 

frequency spectrum of stator a-phase is drawn with a different scale of the axes in Figure 

5.2-20. 

 

Figure 5.2-20 FFT of stator a-phase current with different scale of axes 

The rotor current becomes oscillatory because of the asymmetry in the stator phases after 

t=8 s which is shown in Figure 5.2-21. By performing an FFT it can be seen that the 

maximum frequency component of this sinusoidal rotor current is 100 Hz. But there are also 

200 Hz and 300 Hz components with low amplitude in the rotor current as a result of the 
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asymmetric stator windings, as can be seen in Figure 5.2-22. If Figure 5.2-22 is zoomed in 

further, it can be seen that there are also 400 Hz and 500 Hz harmonics with low amplitude 

in the rotor field current. So it can be said as a whole that by introducing stator winding 

asymmetry, the rotor field current contains even harmonics. 

Similarly, the electromagnetic torque produced by the synchronous machine becomes 

oscillatory instead of having constant amplitude after t=8 s when the stator windings 

become asymmetrical, as shown in Figure 5.2-23. Again, by performing an FFT it can be seen 

that the frequency component with higher amplitude is 100 Hz and 200 Hz presented in the 

torque shown in Figure 5.2-24. But there are also 300 Hz and 400 Hz harmonics in the 

torque produced by the machine. If Figure 5.2-24 is zoomed in further more even harmonics 

will be visible. So the asymmetry in the stator windings also introduces even harmonics in 

the electromagnetic torque generated by the machine. The damper winding currents also 

become oscillatory after t=8 s as seen in Figure 5.2-25. 

 
Figure 5.2-21 Rotor current when the stator windings are asymmetric 
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Figure 5.2-22 FFT of rotor current when the stator windings are asymmetric (top) and zoomed in (bottom) 

 

 

Figure 5.2-23 Electromagnetic torque of the machine when stator windings are asymmetrical 
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Figure 5.2-24 FFT of electromagnetic torque of the machine when stator windings are asymmetrical with 

different scales of axes 

 
Figure 5.2-25 Damper winding currents when the stator windings are asymmetrical  
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Chapter 6: Discussion and conclusion 

6.1 Discussion  

In Chapter 5: three types of simulations have been performed. First, the simulation is 

performed on synchronous machine with 10% of the stator a-phase winding shorted. 

Second, the simulation is performed on a healthy synchronous machine with healthy stator 

winding but under unbalanced stator voltages. Third, the simulation is performed on a 

synchronous machine without interturn fault but the asymmetry of stator windings has 

been taken into consideration. The idea of doing simulations like this was to distinguish the 

harmonics that comes only in the rotor current as a result of interturn fault in the stator. If 

the harmonics obtained in the rotor current in three different simulation cases are plotted 

in one figure, it will be easier to see the result.  

 

Figure 6.1-1 FFT of rotor field current-(top) under 10% stator inter turn fault, (middle) under stator 
unbalanced voltage, (bottom) under stator winding asymmetry 

From Figure 6.1-1 it is seen that during stator unbalanced voltages only 2nd harmonic comes 

in the rotor current but for the inter turn fault case and the stator asymmetry case the 

pattern of harmonics are same which is, even harmonics come to the rotor current. The 

amplitude and range of the harmonic contents depend on the order of magnitude of the 

interturn fault or the stator asymmetry. 
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Basically, any synchronous machine posses two types of harmonics which are the time 

harmonics and the space harmonics. The time harmonics come into the phase current in 

case of a supply source with harmonic voltages. In this thesis, in all simulations the applied 

voltage to stator is always from 3-phase balanced pure sinusoidal source. So time harmonics 

are out of the focus of analysis. On the other hand space harmonics are created as a result 

of non sinusoidal distribution of both mmf and flux in the air gap. In section 2.3, when the 

ideal synchronous machine was modeled, it was assumed that the flux produced by the 

stator current in the air gap is sinusoidally distributed which ignores the space harmonics. In 

section 5.2.3, by changing the self inductances of stator phases unequally, the symmetry of 

the windings is disturbed and the air gap flux is no longer purely sinusoidal which means the 

harmonics obtained in the phase currents can be considered as space harmonics. 

 

Figure 6.1-2 FFT of stator a-phase current-(Top) under 10% inter turn fault in a-phase, (middle) under 
unbalanced stator voltages, (bottom) under stator winding asymmetry 

Almost the same scenario is seen for the FFT of the stator a-phase current. From Figure 

6.1-2 it is seen that besides the fundamental frequency there is also a 150 Hz frequency 

component in the stator current in case of unbalanced stator voltages. For the interturn 

fault case and stator asymmetric windings case, the stator current contains odd harmonics 

more than the fundamental one. The amplitude and range of the harmonics depend on the 

order of magnitude of the interturn fault or the asymmetry. In Figure 6.1-1 and Figure 6.1-2 

the amplitudes of low frequency components are chopped off due to the same scale on y-
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axis which has been done intentionally to show the harmonic pattern for the 3 cases 

mentioned above in one figure. 

So the main finding of this thesis is that due to stator interturn fault even harmonic 

components come in the rotor current. In [3], it is said that during interturn fault condition 

some even harmonic components of rotor current increase. This statement partially 

validates the findings of this thesis. Similar results are seen in [1] which also validate the 

findings of this thesis. Based on the findings the detection algorithm for the machine 

protection relays can be developed. One of the other issue is that due the low amplitudes of 

the harmonics, the detection equipment should be more sensitive which is another 

challenge.  

According to [4], with advanced numerical technology it is feasible to measure the rotor 

winding DC current by intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) utilizing standard CTs installed on 

the excitation transformer in the static excitation systems. In [4], precise measurement of 

rotor winding DC current has been shown using standard CTs installed on excitation 

transformer. So to protect the synchronous machine from interturn fault, harmonics 

analyzing feature needs to be added in the IEDs to analyze the measured rotor winding DC 

current.  

 

6.2 Future work 
Several works can be done to improve the findings of this thesis, and several works can be 

done based on this thesis: 

 In the machine model used for the simulation, the magnetic circuits for both stator 

and rotor are taken as linear and saturation is neglected. In future this saturation can 

be included in the model by introducing a compensating component to the main 

field excitation. 

 The machine model used in this thesis is a simple machine model where the stator 

windings are modeled as concentrated winding. But in practice the windings are 

distributed windings. So to make the machine model more practical winding 

functions can be included in future. 

 The machine model is developed for 2-pole machine only. In future it can be 

developed for 4 or more pole machine where the electrical angle and mechanical 

angle for rotor parameters are not the same. 

 To validate the findings of this thesis, a practical set up can be made in the 

laboratory. 

 The detection algorithm for detecting the inter turn fault by analyzing the rotor field 

current can be developed based on the findings of this thesis. Investigation is needed 
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of other possible sources of the harmonics that have been shown to be characteristic 

of stator interturn faults. 

 

6.3 Conclusion 

The main objective of this thesis was to analyze the rotor current during the stator inter turn 

fault. After performing all the simulations the following things can be concluded: 

 Under healthy condition (balanced stator voltages and no asymmetry in stator 

windings) the rotor field current of healthy machine (no inter turn fault) is pure DC 

and there is no harmonic component. 

 During inter turn fault the rotor field current of synchronous machine possess even 

harmonics. 

 If the stator voltages become unbalanced the rotor field current of healthy machine 

possess 3rd harmonic (150 Hz). 

 If the stator windings are not symmetrical the rotor field current of healthy machine 

also possess even harmonics. 
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Appendix A  

Matlab codes for healthy machine under healthy condition 

Main file 
clear all; 

%% Machine parameter [pu] 

f=50                   ; %Hz; base frequency 

w=2*pi*f               ; %angular frequency; rad per sec; 

t1=4.0                 ; %time of dc field application [s] 

t2=8.0                 ; %time of load application [s] 

tl1=0.2                ; %initial load torque 

tl2=1.0                ; %final load torque  

h=1.0                  ; %inertia constant [s] 

kf=1e-6                ; %frictional coefficient 

  

rs=0.018               ; %stator resistance (ra=0.018; rb=0.018; rc=0.018) 

rff=0.015              ; %field winding resistance 

rfs=0.185              ; %starting resistance in series 

rkd=0.2                ; %d-axis damper winding resistance 

rkq1=0.2               ; %q-axis damper winding1 resistance 

rkq2=0.2               ; %q-axis damper winding2 resistance 

  

ld=1.15                ; %direct axis inductance 

lq=0.90                ; %quadrature axis inductance 

lls=0.15               ; %armature leakage inductance 

lf=1.2                 ; %field inductance 

lkd=1.32               ; %d axis damper inductance 

lkq1=1.26              ; %q axis damper winding1 inductance 

lkq2=1.26              ; %q axis damper winding2 inductance 

  

vm=1.0                 ; %peak stator voltage 

                         %va=vm*cos(w*t); 

                         %vb=vm*cos(w*t-(2*pi/3)); 

                         %vc=vm*cos(w*t+(2*pi/3)); 

  

vff=0.018              ; %applied voltage to d-axis rotor winding(dc 

voltage) 

vkd=0                  ; %voltage of d-axis damper winding  

vkq1=0                 ; %voltage of q-axis damper winding1 

vkq2=0                 ; %voltage of q-axis damper winding2 

  

 

 

%% Solving differential equation 

yo=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]'                     ;%initial conditions  

tf=12.0                                     ;%final time 

tspan=linspace(0,tf,3e5);  

Nt = numel(tspan); 
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options=odeset('RelTol',1e-3,'Maxstep',1e-4);  

[t,y]=ode45(@SPSMF,tspan,yo,options,rs,rff,rfs,rkd,rkq1,rkq2,ld,lq,lls,lf, 

lkd,lkq1,lkq2,vm,vff,vkd,vkq1,vkq2,w,h,kf,tl1,tl2,t1,t2); 

 

  

%% Output curves 

spd=y(:,8);                                                 %speed 

ias=y(:,1)  ;  ibs=y(:,2) ; ics=y(:,3);                     %stator 

currents  

iff=y(:,4)  ;  ikd=y(:,5) ; ikq1=y(:,6);  ikq2=y(:,7);      %rotor currents  

  

%% Figure 1 

figure('Units','pixels','Position',[1958 -244 662 929],'Name','Stator 

currents'); 

figure(1) 

subplot(3,2,(1:2)); 

plot(t,ias,'-r'); 

title('Stator currents of Synchronous motor ','color','k'); 

xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Stator currents [pu]'),grid 

  

subplot(3,2,(3:4)); 

plot(t,ibs,'-g'); 

xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Stator currents [pu]'),grid 

  

subplot(3,2,(5:6)); 

plot(t,ics,'-b'); 

xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Stator currents [pu]'),grid 

  

%% Figure 2 

figure('Units','pixels','Position',[1375 262 560 420],'Name','Stator 

currents') 

figure(2) 

plot(t,ias,'-r',t,ibs,'-g',t,ics,'-b');  

title('Stator currents of Synchronous motor','color','k'); 

xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Stator currents [pu]'),grid 

  

%% Figure 3 

figure('Units','pixels','Position',[1379 -251 560 420],'Name','Rotor field 

winding current'); 

figure(3) 

plot(t,iff,'-b'); 

title('Rotor field current of Synchronous motor','color','k'); 

xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Field current [pu]'), grid 

  

%% Figure 4 

figure('Units','pixels','Position',[1957 -253 560 420],'Name','Speed of 

synchronous motor'); 

figure(4) 

plot(t,spd,'-b'); 

title('Speed of Synchronous motor','color','k'); 

xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Speed [rpm]'), grid 
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%% Fourier transform of rotor field current 

% check that the timesteps are fairly evenly spaced 

assert( max(diff(t)) - min(diff(t)) < 1e-4 * min(diff(t)) );  

idx = t>9;                 % make an index vector of which time-points to 

use  

m = iff(idx)';             % extract just these from a chosen signal-vector 

Nt = numel(find(idx));     % number of points  

M=fft(m)/Nt;               % do fft, and scale so that amplitudes are 

actual               signal amplitudes 

M(2:end)=2*M(2:end);       % points other than the dc [0Hz] have only half 

the actual amplitude, so, double the amplitudes 

M=M(1:floor(numel(M)/2-1));% chop out just the frequencies from 0 to 

[nearly] the nyquist rate 

l=(0:(numel(M)-1))/(Nt*diff(t(1:2))); 

  

%% Figure 5 

figure('Units','pixels','Position',[1958 262 560 420],'Name','FFT of rotor 

field current'); 

figure(5) 

plot(l, abs(M), '-b'); 

title('FFT of rotor current','color','k'); 

% title('FFT of stator a-phase current','color','k'); 

xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Amplitude [pu]'), grid 

axis([0 500 0 inf]); 

  

%% Torque 

l1=length(spd);  

ldd=ld-lls;    

lqq=lq-lls; 

lms=(ldd-lqq)/2; 

x=2*pi/3; 

  

for k=1:l1 

theta=y(k,9);        % Angle between stator as_axis and rotor direct axis  

i=y(k,1:7);          % Current vector 

lsf=1.0; lskd=1.0;lskq1=1.0; lskq2=0.9;  

  

dLss=2*lms*[sin(2*theta)      sin(2*theta-x)      sin(2*theta+x)   

            sin(2*theta-x)    sin(2*(theta-x))    sin(2*theta) 

            sin(2*theta+x)    sin(2*theta)        sin(2*(theta+x))]; 

  

dLsr=[lsf*cos(theta)      lskd*cos(theta)     -lskq1*sin(theta)               

-lskq2*sin(theta) 

      lsf*cos(theta-x)    lskd*cos(theta-x)   -lskq1*sin(theta-x)            

-lskq2*sin(theta-x) 

      lsf*cos(theta+x)    lskd*cos(theta+x)   -lskq1*sin(theta+x)            

-lskq2*sin(theta+x)];    

  

 

dLdtheta=[dLss     dLsr          

          dLsr'    zeros(4)];           %dL/dtheta matrix 

TE(k)=0.5*i*dLdtheta*i' ;               %electromagnetic torque     
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End 

 

%% Figure 6 

figure('Units','pixels','Position',[15 257 560 420],'Name','Electromagnetic 

torque'); 

figure(6) 

plot(t,TE,'-b'); 

title('Synchronous motor torque','color','k'); 

xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Torque [pu]'),grid 

 

%% Figure 7 
figure('Units','pixels','Position',[594 83 560 592],'Name','Damper winding 

currents'); 
figure(7) 
subplot(3,2,(1:2)); 
plot(t,ikd,'-r'); 
title('Damper winding currents of Synchronous motor ','color','k'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('ikd [pu]'),grid 

  
subplot(3,2,(3:4)); 
plot(t,ikq1,'-g'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('ikq1 [pu]'),grid 

  
subplot(3,2,(5:6)); 
plot(t,ikq2,'-b'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('ikq2 [pu]'),grid 
 

%% FFT of stator currents 
ids = t>9; 
Nt = numel(find(ids)); 
ma = ias(ids)'; 
Ma =fft(ma)/Nt; 
Ma(2:end) = 2*Ma(2:end); 
Ma = Ma(1:floor(numel(Ma)/2-1)); 
la =(0:(numel(Ma)-1))/(Nt*diff(t(1:2))); 

  
mb = ibs(ids)'; 
Mb = fft(mb)/Nt; 
Mb(2:end) = 2*Mb(2:end); 
Mb = Mb(1:floor(numel(Mb)/2-1)); 
lb =(0:(numel(Mb)-1))/(Nt*diff(t(1:2))); 

  
mc = ics(ids)'; 
Mc = fft(mc)/Nt; 
Mc(2:end) = 2*Mc(2:end); 
Mc = Mc(1:floor(numel(Mc)/2-1)); 
lc = ( 0:(numel(Mc)-1) ) / (Nt*diff(t(1:2))); 

  
figure('Units','pixels','Position',[799 58 560 626],'Name','FFT of stator 

currents'); 
figure(8) 
subplot(8,2,(1:4)); 
plot(la, abs(Ma), '-b'); 
title('FFT of stator current','color','k'); 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Amplitude [pu] (ias)'), grid 
axis([0 500 0 .5]); 
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subplot(8,2,(7:10)); 
plot(lb, abs(Mb), '-b'); 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Amplitude [pu] (ibs)'), grid 
axis([0 500 0 .5]); 

  
subplot(8,2,(13:16)); 
plot(lc, abs(Mc), '-b'); 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Amplitude [pu] (ics)'), grid 
axis([0 500 0 .5]); 
 

Function file 
function 

dydt=SPSMF(t,y,rs,rff,rfs,rkd,rkq1,rkq2,ld,lq,lls,lf,lkd,lkq1,lkq2,vm,vff, 

vkd,vkq1,vkq2,w,h,kf,tl1,tl2,t1,t2) 

  

if t<t2,  TL=tl1;             else TL=tl2;              end     

if t<t1,  vf=0; rf=rff+rfs;   else vf=vff ; rf=rff;     end 

  

I=y(1:7) ;                              %current matrix 

wr=y(8);                                %mechanical speed 

theta=y(9);                             %rotor angle  

  

R=diag([rs rs rs rf rkd rkq1 rkq2]);    %resistance matrix 

  

%Stator voltages 

x=2*pi/3; 

va=vm*cos(w*t); 

vb=vm*cos(w*t-x); 

vc=vm*cos(w*t+x); 

V=[va vb vc vf vkd vkq1 vkq2]';         %voltage matrix 

  

%Inductances 

ldd=ld-lls;   lqq=lq-lls; 

lms=(ldd-lqq)/2; 

lo=(ldd+lqq)/2; 

lao=lo+lls;   

labo=-0.5*lo; 

  

laa=lao-lms*cos(2*theta);         lab=labo-lms*cos(2*theta-x); 

lbb=lao-lms*cos(2*(theta-x));     lbc=labo-lms*cos(2*theta); 

lcc=lao-lms*cos(2*(theta+x));     lac=labo-lms*cos(2*theta+x); 

  

%Stator self inductance matrix 

Lss=[laa  lab  lac    

     lab  lbb  lbc  

     lac  lbc  lcc];     

  

%Mutual inductances 

lsf=1.0         ; %stator to rotor d axis field winding mutual inductance 

lskd=1.0        ; %stator to rotor d axis damper winding mutual inductance 
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lskq1=1.0       ; %stator to rotor q axis damper winding1 mutual inductance 

lskq2=0.9       ; %stator to rotor q axis damper winding2 mutual inductance 

  

lfkd=1.0        ; %field to d axis damper winding mutual inductance 

lkq1kq2=1.0     ; %q axis damper winding1 to q axis damper winding2 mutual 

inductance 

     

%Rotor leakage inductances 

llf=0           ; %field winding leakage inductance 

llkd=0          ; %d axis field winding leakage inductance 

llkq1=0         ; %q axis damper winding1 leakage inductance 

llkq2=0         ; %q axis damper winding2 leakage inductance 

  

%Stator to rotor mutual inductance matrix 

Lsr=[lsf*sin(theta)     lskd*sin(theta)     lskq1*cos(theta)     

lskq2*cos(theta) 

     lsf*sin(theta-x)   lskd*sin(theta-x)   lskq1*cos(theta-x)   

lskq2*cos(theta-x) 

     lsf*sin(theta+x)   lskd*sin(theta+x)   lskq1*cos(theta+x)   

lskq2*cos(theta+x)];  

  

%Rotor self inductance matrix 

Lrr=[ lf+llf      lfkd         0             0 

       lfkd     lkd+llkd       0             0 

         0          0        lkq1+llkq1    lkq1kq2 

         0          0         lkq1kq2     lkq2+llkq2 ];  

L=[Lss  Lsr                      

   Lsr' Lrr];                           %inductance matrix 

  

dLss=2*lms*[sin(2*theta)      sin(2*theta-x)      sin(2*theta+x)   

            sin(2*theta-x)    sin(2*(theta-x))    sin(2*theta) 

            sin(2*theta+x)    sin(2*theta)        sin(2*(theta+x))];   

  

dLsr=[lsf*cos(theta)      lskd*cos(theta)     -lskq1*sin(theta)              

-lskq2*sin(theta) 

      lsf*cos(theta-x)    lskd*cos(theta-x)   -lskq1*sin(theta-x)            

-lskq2*sin(theta-x) 

      lsf*cos(theta+x)    lskd*cos(theta+x)   -lskq1*sin(theta+x)            

-lskq2*sin(theta+x)]; 

dLdtheta=[dLss     dLsr          

          dLsr'    zeros(4)];           %dL/dtheta matrix 

  

TE=0.5*I'*dLdtheta*I ;                  %electromagnetic torque 

  

didt=L\(V-(R+wr*dLdtheta)*I)*w;         %electrical system equations 

dwrdt=(TE-TL)/(2*h)-kf*wr/(2*h);        %mechanical system equation 

dydt=[didt;dwrdt;wr*w];                  

  

end 
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Matlab codes for healthy machine under practical condition 

Change in main file 
t1=4.0                 ; %Time of dc field application [s] 
t2=6.0                 ; %Time of load application [s] 
t3=8.0                 ; %time of becoming applied voltage unbalanced 
t4=8.0                 ; %time of becoming stator winding asymmetric 

Change in function file 
function 

dydt=SPSMF(t,y,rs,rff,rfs,rkd,rkq1,rkq2,ld,lq,lls,lf,lkd,lkq1,lkq2,vm,vff,v

kd,vkq1,vkq2,w,h,kf,tl1,tl2,t1,t2,t3,t4) 

  
if t<t2,  TL=tl1;             else TL=tl2;                  end     
if t<t1,  vf=0; rf=rff+rfs;   else vf=vff ; rf=rff;         end 
if t<t3,  a=1; b=1; c=1;      else a=0.95; b=1.0; c=1.05;   end 

     
if t<t4,  d1=1;d2=1;d3=1;d4=1;d5=1;d6=1;d7=1;d8=1;d9=1;      
else     
d1=.99;d5=.98;d9=1.01; 
d2=.98;d4=.98; 
d3=.97;d7=.97; 
d6=1.01;d8=1.01; 
end 

 
I=y(1:7) ;                              %current matrix 
wr=y(8);                                %mechanical speed 
theta=y(9);                             %rotor angle  

  
R=diag([rs rs rs rf rkd rkq1 rkq2]);    %resistance matrix 

  
%Stator voltages 
x=2*pi/3; 
va=a*vm*cos(w*t); 
vb=b*vm*cos(w*t-x); 
vc=c*vm*cos(w*t+x); 
V=[va vb vc vf vkd vkq1 vkq2]';                 %voltage matrix 

  
%Inductances 
ldd=ld-lls;   lqq=lq-lls; 
lms=(ldd-lqq)/2; 
lo=(ldd+lqq)/2; 
lao=lo+lls;   labo=-0.5*lo; 

  
laa=lao-lms*cos(2*theta);         lab=labo-lms*cos(2*theta-x); 
lbb=lao-lms*cos(2*(theta-x));     lbc=labo-lms*cos(2*theta); 
lcc=lao-lms*cos(2*(theta+x));     lac=labo-lms*cos(2*theta+x); 

  
%Stator self inductance matrix 
Lss=[d1*laa  d2*lab  d3*lac    
     d4*lab  d5*lbb  d6*lbc  
     d7*lac  d8*lbc  d9*lcc];    

 

………rest of the codes are same as before………  
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Appendix B  

Matlab codes for faulty machine under healthy condition 

Main file 
clear all; 
%% Machine parameter [pu] 
f=50                   ; %Hz; base frequency 
w=2*pi*f               ; %angular frequency; rad per sec; 
t1=2.0                 ; %time of dc field application [s] 
t2=4.0                 ; %time of load application [s] 
t3=6.0                 ; %time of becoming applied voltage unbalanced and 

stator asymmetry 
t4=8.0                 ; %time of fault occured 
tl1=0.2                ; %initial load torque 
tl2=1.0                ; %final load torque  
h=1.0                  ; %inertia constant [s] 
kf=1e-6                ; %frictional coefficient 

  
rs=0.018               ; %stator resistance (ra=0.018; rb=0.018; rc=0.018) 
rff=0.015              ; %field winding resistance 
rfs=0.185              ; %startin resistance in series 
rkd=0.2                ; %d-axis damper winding resistance 
rkq1=0.2               ; %q-axis damper winding1 resistance 
rkq2=0.2               ; %q-axis damper winding2 resistance 

  
ld=1.15                ; %direct axis inductance 
lq=0.90                ; %quadrature axis inductance 
lls=0.15               ; %armature leakage inductance 
lf=1.2                 ; %field inductance 
lkd=1.32               ; %d axis damper inductance 
lkq1=1.26              ; %q axis damper winding1 inductance 
lkq2=1.26              ; %q axis damper winding2 inductance 

  
vm=1.0                 ; %peak stator voltage 
                         %va=vm*cos(w*t); 
                         %vb=vm*cos(w*t-(2*pi/3)); 
                         %vc=vm*cos(w*t+(2*pi/3)); 

  
vff=0.018              ; %applied voltage to d-axis rotor winding(dc 

voltage) 
vkd=0                  ; %voltage of d-axis damper winding  
vkq1=0                 ; %voltage of q-axis damper winding1 
vkq2=0                 ; %voltage of q-axis damper winding2 

  
mu=0.1                 ; %percentage of winding faulted (10%) 

  
%% Solving differential equation 
yo=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]'                   ;%initial conditions  
tf=12.0                                     ;%final time 
tspan=linspace(0,tf,3e5);  
options=odeset('RelTol',1e-1,'Maxstep',1e-3);  
[t,y]=ode45(@SPSMFf,tspan,yo,options,rs,rff,rfs,rkd,rkq1,rkq2,ld,lq,lls,lf,

lkd,lkq1,lkq2,vm,vff,vkd,vkq1,vkq2,w,h,kf,tl1,tl2,t1,t2,t3,t4,mu); 
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%% Output curves 
spd=y(:,9);                                                 %speed 
ias1=y(:,1) ;  ias2=y(:,2); ibs=y(:,3) ;  ics=y(:,4);       %stator 

currents  
iff=y(:,5)  ;  ikd=y(:,6) ; ikq1=y(:,7);  ikq2=y(:,8);      %rotor currents  

  
%% Figure 1 
figure('Units','pixels','Position',[1958 -244 662 929],'Name','Stator 

currents'); 
figure(1) 
subplot(4,2,(1:2)); 
plot(t,ias1,'-r'); 
title('Stator currents of Synchronous motor [pu] ','color','b'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Stator current (ias1)'),grid 
axis tight 

  
subplot(4,2,(3:4)); 
plot(t,ias2,'-m'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Stator current (ias2)'),grid 
% axis tight 

  
subplot(4,2,(5:6)); 
plot(t,ibs,'-g'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Stator current (ibs)'),grid 
axis tight 

  
subplot(4,2,(7:8)); 
plot(t,ics,'-b'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Stator current (ics)'),grid 
axis tight 

  
%% Figure 2 
figure('Units','pixels','Position',[1375 262 560 420],'Name','Stator 

currents') 
figure(2) 
plot(t,ias1,'-r',t,ias2,'-m',t,ibs,'-g',t,ics,'-b');  
title('Stator currents of Synchronous motor','color','k'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Stator currents [pu]'),grid 

  
%% Figure 3 
figure('Units','pixels','Position',[1379 -251 560 420],'Name','Rotor field 

current'); 
figure(3) 
plot(t,iff,'-b'); 
title('Rotor current of Synchronous motor','color','k'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Field current [pu]'), grid 

  
%% Figure 4 
figure('Units','pixels','Position',[1957 -253 560 420],'Name','Machine 

speed'); 
figure(4) 
plot(t,spd,'-b'); 
title('Speed of Synchronous motor','color','k'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Speed [pu]'), grid 

  
%% Fourier transform 
assert( max(diff(t)) - min(diff(t)) < 1e-4 * min(diff(t)) ); 
idx = t>8;  
m = iff(idx)'; 
Nt = numel(find(idx));   
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M=fft(m)/Nt;  
M(2:end) = 2*M(2:end); 
M = M(1:floor(numel(M)/2-1)); 
l = ( 0:(numel(M)-1) ) / (Nt*diff(t(1:2))); 

  
%% Figure 5 
figure('Units','pixels','Position',[1958 262 560 420],'Name','FFT of rotor 

current'); 
figure(5) 
subplot(3,2,(1:2)); 
plot(l, abs(M), '-b'); 
title('FFT of rotor current','color','k'); 
ylabel('Amplitude [pu]'), grid 
axis([0 500 0 .2]); 

  
subplot(3,2,(3:4)); 
plot(l, abs(M), '-b'); 
ylabel('Amplitude [pu]'), grid 
axis([0 500 0 .01]); 

  
subplot(3,2,(5:6)); 
plot(l, abs(M), '-b'); 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Amplitude [pu]'), grid 
axis([0 1000 0 .0015]); 

  
%% Torque 
l1=length(spd);  
ldd=ld-lls;    
lqq=lq-lls; 
lms=(ldd-lqq)/2; 
x=2*pi/3; 
k1=t>=t4; k2=t<t4; 
u1=k1*mu; u2=k2*1e-4; ut=u1+u2; 
for k=1:l1 
theta=y(k,10);              % Angle between stator a axis and rotor q-axis  
i=y(k,1:8);                 % Current vector 
u=ut(k); 
lsf=1.0; lskd=1.0; lskq1=1.0; lskq2=0.9;   

  
dLss=2*lms*[(1-u)^2*sin(2*theta)    u*(1-u)*sin(2*theta)   (1-

u)*sin(2*theta-x)   (1-u)*sin(2*theta+x) 
            u*(1-u)*sin(2*theta)        u^2*sin(2*theta)       

u*sin(2*theta-x)       u*sin(2*theta+x) 
              (1-u)*sin(2*theta-x)        u*sin(2*theta-x)       

sin(2*(theta-x))       sin(2*theta) 
              (1-u)*sin(2*theta+x)        u*sin(2*theta+x)       

sin(2*theta)           sin(2*(theta+x))];   

  
dLsr=[(1-u)*lsf*cos(theta)      (1-u)*lskd*cos(theta)     -(1-

u)*lskq1*sin(theta)     -(1-u)*lskq2*sin(theta) 
          u*lsf*cos(theta)          u*lskd*cos(theta)         -

u*lskq1*sin(theta)         -u*lskq2*sin(theta) 
            lsf*cos(theta-x)          lskd*cos(theta-x)         -

lskq1*sin(theta-x)         -lskq2*sin(theta-x) 
            lsf*cos(theta+x)          lskd*cos(theta+x)         -

lskq1*sin(theta+x)         -lskq2*sin(theta+x)];    

  
dLdtheta=[dLss     dLsr          
          dLsr'    zeros(4)];           %dL/dtheta matrix 
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TE(k)=0.5*i*dLdtheta*i' ;               %electromagnetic torque     
end 

  
%% Figure 6 
figure('Units','pixels','Position',[15 257 560 420],'Name','Electromagnetic 

torque'); 
figure(6) 
plot(t,TE,'-b');%,[0 t2],[tl1 tl1],'-m',[t2 tf],[tl2 tl2],'-m'); 
title('Synchronous motor torque','color','k'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('Torque [pu]'),grid 
% legend('TE', 'TL') 
axis tight 

  
%% Figure 7 
figure('Units','pixels','Position',[594 83 560 592],'Name','Damper winding 

currents'); 
figure(7) 
subplot(3,2,(1:2)); 
plot(t,ikd,'-r'); 
title('Damper winding currents of Synchronous motor ','color','k'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('ikd [pu]'),grid 
axis tight 

  
subplot(3,2,(3:4)); 
plot(t,ikq1,'-g'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('ikq1 [pu]'),grid 
axis tight 

  
subplot(3,2,(5:6)); 
plot(t,ikq2,'-b'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'),ylabel('ikq2 [pu]'),grid 
axis tight 

  
%% FFT of stator currents 
ids = t>10; 
Nit = numel(find(ids)); 
ma1 = ias1(ids)'; 
Ma1 =fft(ma1)/Nit; 
Ma1(2:end) = 2*Ma1(2:end); 
Ma1 = Ma1(1:floor(numel(Ma1)/2-1)); 
la1 =(0:(numel(Ma1)-1))/(Nit*diff(t(1:2))); 

  
ma2 = ias2(ids)'; 
Ma2 =fft(ma2)/Nit; 
Ma2(2:end) = 2*Ma2(2:end); 
Ma2 = Ma2(1:floor(numel(Ma2)/2-1)); 
la2 =(0:(numel(Ma2)-1))/(Nit*diff(t(1:2))); 

  
mb = ibs(ids)'; 
Mb = fft(mb)/Nit; 
Mb(2:end) = 2*Mb(2:end); 
Mb = Mb(1:floor(numel(Mb)/2-1)); 
lb =(0:(numel(Mb)-1))/(Nit*diff(t(1:2))); 

  
mc = ics(ids)'; 
Mc = fft(mc)/Nit; 
Mc(2:end) = 2*Mc(2:end); 
Mc = Mc(1:floor(numel(Mc)/2-1)); 
lc = ( 0:(numel(Mc)-1) ) / (Nit*diff(t(1:2))); 
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figure('Units','pixels','Position',[799 58 560 626],'Name','FFT of stator 

currents'); 
figure(8) 
subplot(11,2,(1:4)); 
plot(la1, abs(Ma1), '-b'); 
title('FFT of stator current','color','k'); 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Amplitude [pu] (ias1)'), grid 
axis([0 500 0 3]); 

  
subplot(11,2,(7:10)); 
plot(la2, abs(Ma2), '-b'); 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Amplitude [pu] (ias2)'), grid 
axis([0 500 0 10]); 

  
subplot(11,2,(13:16)); 
plot(lb, abs(Mb), '-b'); 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Amplitude [pu] (ibs)'), grid 
axis([0 500 0 .8]); 

  
subplot(11,2,(19:22)); 
plot(lc, abs(Mc), '-b'); 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Amplitude [pu] (ics)'), grid 
axis([0 500 0 .8]); 

  
%% FFT of torque (figure 9) 
figure(9) 
idt = t>10; 
Ntt = numel(find(idt)); 
mt = TE(idt)'; 
Mt = fft(mt)/Ntt; 
Mt(2:end) = 2*Mt(2:end); 
Mt = Mt(1:floor(numel(Mt)/2-1)); 
lt =(0:(numel(Mt)-1))/(Ntt*diff(t(1:2))); 

  
subplot(3,2,(1:2)); 
plot(lt, abs(Mt), '-b'); 
title('FFT of torque','color','k'); 
ylabel('Amplitude [pu]'), grid 
axis([0 500 0 .4]); 

  
subplot(3,2,(3:4)); 
plot(lt, abs(Mt), '-b'); 
ylabel('Amplitude [pu]'), grid 
axis([0 500 0 .02]); 

  
subplot(3,2,(5:6)); 
plot(lt, abs(Mt), '-b'); 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'), ylabel('Amplitude [pu]'), grid 
axis([0 500 0 .005]); 

 

Function file 
function 

dydt=SPSMFf(t,y,rs,rff,rfs,rkd,rkq1,rkq2,ld,lq,lls,lf,lkd,lkq1,lkq2,vm,vff,

vkd,vkq1,vkq2,w,h,kf,tl1,tl2,t1,t2,t3,t4,mu) 

  
if t<t2,  TL=tl1;               else TL=tl2;               end     
if t<t1,  vf=0; rf=rff+rfs;     else vf=vff ; rf=rff;      end 
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if t<t4,  u=1e-4;               else u=mu;                 end 

 
a=1;b=1;c=1; 

  
I=y(1:8);                                               %current matrix 
wr=y(9);                                                %mechanical speed 
theta=y(10);                                            %rotor angle  

  
R=diag([(1-u)*rs u*rs rs rs rf rkd rkq1 rkq2]);         %resistance matrix 
rfo=0.002 ;                                             %fault resistance 

     
%Stator voltages 
x=2*pi/3; 
va=a*vm*cos(w*t); 
vb=b*vm*cos(w*t-x); 
vc=c*vm*cos(w*t+x); 

     
va2=(y(1)-y(2))*rfo;                         %voltage across faulty winding                                    
va1=va-va2;   
V=[va1 va2 vb vc vf vkd vkq1 vkq2]';                    %voltage matrix 

  
%Inductances 
ldd=ld-lls;   lqq=lq-lls; 
lms=(ldd-lqq)/2; 
lo=(ldd+lqq)/2; 
lao=lo+lls;   labo=-0.5*lo; 

  
laa=lo-lms*cos(2*theta);          lab=labo-lms*cos(2*theta-x); 
lbb=lao-lms*cos(2*(theta-x));     lbc=labo-lms*cos(2*theta); 
lcc=lao-lms*cos(2*(theta+x));     lac=labo-lms*cos(2*theta+x); 

  
laa1=(1-u)^2*laa+(1-u)*lls; 
laa2=u^2*laa+u*lls; 
la1a2=u*(1-u)*(laa+lls); 

     
%Stator self inductance matrix 
Lss=[  laa1         la1a2    (1-u)*lab     (1-u)*lac 
       la1a2        laa2        u*lab         u*lac 
     (1-u)*lab      u*lab        lbb           lbc  
     (1-u)*lac      u*lac        lbc           lcc];     

  
%Mutual inductances 
lsf=1.0         ; %stator to rotor d axis field winding mutual inductance 
lskd=1.0        ; %stator to rotor d axis damper winding mutual inductance 
lskq1=1.0       ; %stator to rotor q axis damper winding1 mutual inductance 
lskq2=0.9       ; %stator to rotor q axis damper winding2 mutual inductance 

  
lfkd=1.0        ; %field to d axis damper winding mutual inductance 
lkq1kq2=1.0     ; %q axis damper winding1 to q axis damper winding2 mutual 

inductance 

     
%Rotor leakage inductances 
llf=0           ; %field winding leakage inductance 
llkd=0          ; %d axis field winding leakage inductance 
llkq1=0         ; %q axis damper winding1 leakage inductance 
llkq2=0         ; %q axis damper winding2 leakage inductance 
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%Stator to rotor mutual inductance matrix 
Lsr=[(1-u)*lsf*sin(theta)     (1-u)*lskd*sin(theta)     (1-

u)*lskq1*cos(theta)     (1-u)*lskq2*cos(theta) 
             u*lsf*sin(theta)         u*lskd*sin(theta)         

u*lskq1*cos(theta)         u*lskq2*cos(theta) 
               lsf*sin(theta-x)         lskd*sin(theta-x)         

lskq1*cos(theta-x)         lskq2*cos(theta-x) 
               lsf*sin(theta+x)         lskd*sin(theta+x)         

lskq1*cos(theta+x)         lskq2*cos(theta+x)];  

  

            
%Rotor self inductance matrix 
Lrr=[ lf+llf      lfkd         0             0 
       lfkd     lkd+llkd       0             0 
         0          0        lkq1+llkq1    lkq1kq2 
         0          0         lkq1kq2     lkq2+llkq2 ]; 

  
L=[Lss  Lsr                      
   Lsr' Lrr];                          %inductance matrix 

  
dLss=2*lms*[(1-u)^2*sin(2*theta)    u*(1-u)*sin(2*theta)   (1-

u)*sin(2*theta-x)   (1-u)*sin(2*theta+x) 
                u*(1-u)*sin(2*theta)        u^2*sin(2*theta)       

u*sin(2*theta-x)       u*sin(2*theta+x) 
                  (1-u)*sin(2*theta-x)        u*sin(2*theta-x)       

sin(2*(theta-x))       sin(2*theta) 
                  (1-u)*sin(2*theta+x)        u*sin(2*theta+x)       

sin(2*theta)           sin(2*(theta+x))];   

  
dLsr=[(1-u)*lsf*cos(theta)      (1-u)*lskd*cos(theta)     -(1-

u)*lskq1*sin(theta)     -(1-u)*lskq2*sin(theta) 
              u*lsf*cos(theta)          u*lskd*cos(theta)         -

u*lskq1*sin(theta)         -u*lskq2*sin(theta) 
                lsf*cos(theta-x)          lskd*cos(theta-x)         -

lskq1*sin(theta-x)         -lskq2*sin(theta-x) 
                lsf*cos(theta+x)          lskd*cos(theta+x)         -

lskq1*sin(theta+x)         -lskq2*sin(theta+x)]; 

               

    
dLdtheta=[dLss     dLsr          
          dLsr'    zeros(4)];           %dL/dtheta matrix 

  
TE=0.5*I'*dLdtheta*I ;                  %electromagnetic torque 

  
didt=L\(V-(R+wr*dLdtheta)*I)*w;         %electrical system equations 
dwrdt=(TE-TL)/(2*h)-kf*wr/(2*h);        %mechanical system equation 

  
dydt=[didt;dwrdt;wr*w];                 

  
end 
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Appendix C  

Figures of FFT of rotor field current with different proportion (μ) of 

interturn fault 

 
Figure 0-1 FFT of rotor field current of the synchronous machine with 5% inter turn fault 

 

 
Figure 0-2 FFT of rotor field current of the synchronous machine with 10% inter turn fault 
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Figure 0-3 FFT of rotor field current of the synchronous machine with 15% inter turn fault 

 

 
Figure 0-4 FFT of rotor field current of the synchronous machine with 25% inter turn fault 
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Figure 0-5 FFT of rotor field current of the synchronous machine with 30% inter turn fault 

 

 

 
Figure 0-6 FFT of rotor field current of the synchronous machine with 35% inter turn fault 
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Figure 0-7 FFT of rotor field current of the synchronous machine with 40% inter turn fault 
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